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ME AND MY CAMELS WOULD LIKE TO TAKE YOU ON A SHORT JOURNEY 

THROUGH THE LAND OF PLASTIC SURGERY.

WE HOPE YOU WILL ENJOY IT, FIND IT INTERESTING AND LEARN A LOT.

GRETA HESSELING, 1999



This book is for the Camelman.



The purpose of the book: in 1998 I was invited by Dr.
Abdel Nasser Al Munibari (at that time  director of the
Al Thawra General Hospital in Sana' a in Yemen), to
come for a longer period of time to do some teaching
and to upgrade his staff. Dr. Abdel Nasser arranged
housing and food for me and took care of my personal
safety. Dr. Zeeman, Chairman of Interplast Holland,
arranged and payed for me the ticket to Yemen. The
problem was that I could not find any book to do the
teaching in Yemen, most books would be to difficult for
my Yemeni students,  most of them only can speak
some English but are not able to read it well. So the idea
of making a book for my students was born, as I had
gotten the nickname: Camel Lady (by Dr. Abdel Nasser),
it got the title: Camelbook, a journey through the land
of plastic surgery, dedicated to the Camelman: 
Dr. Abdel Nasser, for his encouragement and perso-
nal care. As you will notice, the book has many pictures and drawings, I hope the pictures
and drawings also make the book  atractive  for those who don't speak or read English well,
and they help to teach and make things understandable. So this is not a book primarily writ-
ten for doctors but for nurses who would like to learn something about the basics of plastic
surgery and for those people who would like to do teaching in a simple way, where ever they
are. I hope many will find it useful and have fun to work with it!

Greta Hesseling
INTERPLAST Holland

gretahesseling@home.nl

About the author : 

My first trip in 1983 to Ethiopia (with a very small team, one plastic surgeon, an anesthesiologist and me), was for ope-
rating children with NOMA, arranged and sponsored by Terre des Hommes Holland, three times we went there with
the same team. In the years after that I went one time to Pakistan (sponsored by Interplast Germany), and then spon-
sored by Interplast Holland to: Lebanon, Vietnam, Uganda and about ten times to Yemen (one time ten weeks and one
time five weeks without a team but just for teaching). Last year I went for the first time to Burkina Fasso with a team. I
think this is the best way of spending your vacation, don't you think so too?
I started working and training  in 1972 in a hospital in Zwolle as "assistent anesthesiologist" , in 1973 I started the trai-
ning for scrubnurse, and three years later I became responsable for, in english I quess you say  "head of" plastic sur-
gery in the O.T. and I am teaching students the basics of plastic surgery at the school for scrubnurses in Hengelo.
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Dear  INTERPLAST friends,

I was fascinated when I got this book from
Greta and we decided at once to publish it.
The teaching aspect in INTERPLAST camps
is often neglected and could now be suppor-
ted by this practical guide for better under-
standing of the basic technics in plastic sur-
gery in developing countries. It was written
for nurses, students and interested doctors
and is not a complete textbook of plastic sur-
gery. Although You may find many details of
operation procedures it is not a „cooking
book“ for unexperienced surgeons. It would
be very dangerous to start any operation, for
example palate surgery,  without a speciali-
sed assistance by a teaching doctor who knows about the hazards and rescue procedures.
This book stands for close cooperation with the local hospital staff. Please let us know any
improvements or remarks to support this idea.
Let’s work together for the benefit of our patients !

André Borsche 
INTERPLAST Germany

borsche@interplast-germany.de
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CHAPTER 4 A



My favourite Transposition Flaps             

André Borsche 

Transposition flaps are important tools for plastic rconstructive procedures to cover  skin 
defects  in joint areas or wound defects  with open bone or tendons. They often bring more 
soft tissue in the defect than Z-plasties or V-Y-plasties. But correct planing of the flaps is 
essential for the success. There are some important rules to consider : 

1) Transpostions flaps are usually  random pattern flaps. 

2) The ratio of length to width depends on the vascularisation of the flap region. 

3) The flap is saver when you raise the flap near the basis as a fasciocutanous flap. 

4) Primary donorsite closure is preferable but not when there is to much tension. 

5) Donorsite closure with skin grafts avoids tension on the flap. 

6) The direction of the primary donorsite closure should be 90° to the flap axis. 

7) Moderate longitudinal tension  on the flap is tolerable -  transversal never. 

8) Cavities  underneath flaps should be avoided and filled with vascularized tissue. 

9) Compression on the flap may cause necrosis and delay of the healing process. 

10)   Hematoma could destroy flaps – therefor use small drainages.

90° Transposition Flap

�� This flap brings a lot of tissue in the defect. 
�� The primary donorsite closure is the limiting factor. 
�� No tension on the flap when closing the donosite in 90° direction. 
�� At the limbs anteriorgrade or retrograde flaps are possible. 
�� Donorsite closure proximal to the flap may cause venous problems. 
�� Advantage in joint areas:  post op expansion possible and no contraction. 
�� Closure of large defects needs a combination of flap and graft. 
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Transposition Flap with donorsite graft

�� This flap is universal available but not easy to plan. 
�� The flap must be longer than the defect. 
�� Measurements of the longest axis is mandatory. 
�� Hematoma underneath the flap could destroy the take of the skin graft. 

Rhomboid Flap (Limberg)

�� Very versatile flap with many variations in all directions. 
�� Primary donorsite closure  without tension on the flap. 
�� Excellent vascularity and save healing. 
�� Ideal for small reconstructions in the face.
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CHAPTER 7 A



Functional disability in cases of burn scars in developing countries

André Borsche,  Rémy Zilliox,  Nuri Alamuti 

Burns are one of the most frequent causes of accidents in the developing nations, 
because the daily life is closely connected with the handling of open fireplaces, 
whether for cooking, heating or working. 
Especially children are in danger, because when playing they often come across 
unguarded fireplaces and therefore catch disastrous burns. 
Since an acute treatment of burns according to our standards is often not possi-
ble, a consequence of a protracted healing by second intention are burn scars. In 
form of burn contractures they can lead to drastic deformations and functional 
disabilities. 

In these cases reconstructive surgery is demanded to improve the quality of life 
of these persons. (image 1) 

For more than 20 years INTERPLAST Germany has been organizing surgical 
team trips to Africa, Asia and South America. These trips are aimed to help 
these burn victims with reconstructive surgery. So we developed treatment 
strategies which are conducted according to the restricted possibilities of devel-
oping countries. Intensive aftercare, scar-compression therapy or physiotherapy 
is rare. In the following, some typical, frequently occurring contractures and 
their plastic reconstructions are described. 

The reconstructive surgery of late consequences of burns demands in the case of 
a complex scar formation often a combination of different techniques, whose 
valency depends on the effectiveness and the security of the application. There-
fore especially rotation lap plasties and full thickness skingrafts in the cases 
of the separation of contractures and the healing of defects have turned out to be 
a good solution. While successive z-plasties and y-v-plasties can be carried out 
safely, they often bring, in case of serious contractures, only a limited functional 
gain. Particularly, if only closed tissue can be shifted. Split-skingrafts should 
only be the last possibility to heal the defect, because it is subject to the degen-
eration tendency in the joint area and therefore it could lead to unstable scars. 
Extensive microvascular techniques are the exception and are reserved to the 
specialists, because on simple conditions often only limited postoperative sur-
veillance is possible. (Image 2 a,b,c)

The selection of the reconstructive technique depends on the quality of the adja-
cent tissue and the remaining skin-soft tissue-reserves. If there is enough adja-
cent, non burned tissue, the fasciocutaneous rotation lap plasty is the best so-
lution for secure healing and subsequent results. 
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If extensive contracture areas are concerned, the best solution is a combination 
of muscularcutaneous island flap plasty and a skin graft and the lap plasty 
should prevent a contracture relapse. 
(image 3 a,b,c)   (image 4 a,b,c,d) 

In case of the reconstruction of serious joint contractures a 90 degree rotation 
lap plasty is very successful. On the conditions in the developing countries this 
plasty (with a correct planning) is healing better than a soley skin graft (risk of 
infections and hematoma) and there is no postoperative degeneration tendency 
such as in cases of slit-skingrafts. If it is possible to place the rotation lap in the 
course of the joint axis and therefore crosswise to the contractureline, better 
movement abilities can be achieved after the healing than by using the succes-
sive z-plasty. Especially for children in their adolescense it is important to use 
elastic scarless tissue for the breaking of the scar cord to avoid a later contrac-
ture relapse. (image 5 a,b,c) 

For the separation of big joint contractures near the torso on the axilla, neck and 
hip, often big defects emerge which are covered best with a muscularcotaneous 
rotation lap plasty like latissimus, trapezius, rectus abdominis (VRAM) or tensor 
fasziae latae (TFL). These methods bring in enough perfused tissue to the deeply 
scarred area and enable a healing without infections. (image 6 a,b,c) 

As long as the developing countries do not have the possibility to build up an 
exhaustive urgent surgery care for the victims of burns, countless patients are 
furthermore dependent on secondary reconstruction. During the INTERPLAST 
surgery trips therefore the direct help for the patients and the training of the on 
site doctors play an important role. They should be skilled in the basic tech-
niques of reconstructive surgery like skin grafts, z-plasties and rotation lap 
plasties to be able to help their own patients better in the future. 
(image 7 a,b,c,d) 

Images: 

1. Serious burn contracture, healing by second intention 

2. Combination of local flap plasty and full thickness skingraft 

3. Mento-sternal separation of the contracture and fasciocutaneous  epaulette-
lap on both sides with full thickness skingraft 

4.  Muscularcutanous trapezius-lap plasty and healing result after 2 years. 
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5. After the separation of the cubital joint contracture, the vessels and nerves 
are exposed, which will be coverend with a 90 degree rotation lap plasty. 
Remaining defects will be engrafted 

6. Serious burn contractures in the hip or pubic region treated with a VRAM 
and result after 3 years. 

7. Burn contracture in the shape of an arch at the arm, torso and leg, treated 
with a combination of rotation lap plasty and skin graft. And following on the 
spot instruction of the doctors and nurses concerning the aftercare. 
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image 3 c image 4 a
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THIS IS THE END OF THE JOURNEY
THROUGH THE LAND OF PLASTIC SURGERY.

ME AND MY CAMELS WILL GO ON.
THERE ARE MORE PLACES TO SEE IN THE LAND

OF PLASTIC SURGERY.
WE HOPE TO MEET YOU AGAIN

ON THE NEXT JOURNEY
AND THAT YOU HAVE ENJOYED THIS ONE.



www.interplast-germany.de

www.interplastholland.nl


